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In the beating heart, cardiac myocytes (CMs) contract in a co-
ordinated fashion, generating contractile wave fronts that propa-
gate through the heart with each beat. Coordinating this wave front
requires fast and robust signaling mechanisms between CMs. The
primary signaling mechanism has long been identified as electrical:
gap junctions conduct ions between CMs, triggering membrane
depolarization, intracellular calcium release, and actomyosin contrac-
tion. In contrast, we propose here that, in the early embryonic heart
tube, the signaling mechanism coordinating beats is mechanical
rather than electrical. We present a simple biophysical model in
which CMs are mechanically excitable inclusions embedded within
the extracellular matrix (ECM), modeled as an elastic-fluid biphasic
material. Our model predicts strong stiffness dependence in both the
heartbeat velocity and strain in isolated hearts, as well as the strain
for a hydrogel-cultured CM, in quantitative agreement with recent
experiments. We challenge our model with experiments disrupting
electrical conduction by perfusing intact adult and embryonic hearts
with a gap junction blocker, β-glycyrrhetinic acid (BGA). We find this
treatment causes rapid failure in adult hearts but not embryonic
hearts—consistent with our hypothesis. Last, our model predicts a
minimum matrix stiffness necessary to propagate a mechanically co-
ordinated wave front. The predicted value is in accord with our
stiffness measurements at the onset of beating, suggesting that me-
chanical signaling may initiate the very first heartbeats.

mechanotransduction | excitable media | cardiac development |
heartbeat | reaction–diffusion

The heart is a prime example of an active system with me-
chanical behavior—the heartbeat—that is robust and re-

markably well coordinated. The fundamental contractile units of
the heart are muscle cells called cardiac myocytes (CMs). Individual
CMs coordinate their contractions through intercellular signaling,
generating contractile wave fronts that propagate through the tissue
to pump macroscopic volumes of fluid. When this organization
breaks down, tissue-scale contractions cease and blood circulation
stops. It has long been understood that this signal is electrical (1):
ions pass from one cell to another through gap junctions (2),
depolarizing the cell membrane and initiating a process that ulti-
mately releases Ca2+ from intracellular stores, driving CM con-
traction. The potential difference between CMs drives ion transport
through gap junctions into the next cell, thus propagating the signal.
This electrical signaling cascade is responsible for the contractile
wave fronts of the heartbeat in adults and has been assumed to
regulate the heartbeat at all stages of development. Here, we pro-
pose that the early embryonic heart does not follow this established
electrical signaling mechanism, but may instead use mechanical
signaling to coordinate and propagate its beat. In our picture,
embryonic CMs are mechanically excitable: we postulate that suf-
ficiently high strains trigger intracellular release of Ca2+ ions
through a molecular mechanism that is not yet determined, leading
to contraction. We denote this mechanically driven release of Ca2+

ions and subsequent contraction as mechanical activation. This in

turn strains neighboring CMs and induces additional contraction,
resulting in a coordinating signal that is propagated mechanically
rather than electrically.
Although embryonic CMs beat spontaneously (3, 4), they would

contract with random phases in the absence of a coordinating
signal. A number of studies have shown that embryonic, neonatal,
and adult CMs are sensitive to mechanical cues (5–9). Recently,
the role of mechanics was explored at the tissue scale through
extracellular matrix (ECM) stiffening and softening of isolated
avian embryonic hearts (10). The speed and strain of the con-
tractile wave front were found to be strongly dependent upon the
tissue stiffness, suggesting that the electrical signaling picture is
insufficient for the embryonic heart and that the stiffness of the
matrix must be taken into account.
Here, we show that mechanical signaling between CMs can

explain stiffness-dependent contractile wave front speed and strain
via a nonlinear mechanical “reaction–diffusion” mechanism, in
which sufficient strain on a CM causes it to “react” by triggering
contraction and stress “diffuses” through the tissue. Few models of
CM signaling in the heart include mechanics; of these, most as-
sume instantaneous mechanical signal propagation (11, 12) and
therefore do not exhibit strong stiffness dependence. Our model is
related to a mechanical version (10, 13) of the fire–diffuse–fire
model (14), which also fails to capture key stiffness-dependent
features. We model the heart as tissue composed of active and
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passive components. We treat the active CMs as mechanically
excitable inclusions that contract when the local strain exceeds a
threshold value. The surrounding ECM is treated as a passive
elastic-fluid biphasic material. This simple mechanical signaling
model quantitatively captures the stiffness dependence of con-
tractile wave front velocity and strain, as well as the strain of CMs
cultured on hydrogels observed in ref. 10.
We challenge the hypothesis underlying our model—that me-

chanical signaling coordinates the embryonic heart—by blocking
gap junctions with 18-β-glycyrrhetinic acid (BGA). We find that
embryonic hearts continue to beat, even at BGA concentrations
10-fold higher than those sufficient to stop the adult heartbeat in
minutes, confirming our hypothesis. Finally, our model predicts a
minimum matrix modulus necessary to support a steady-state
mechanical wave front. We show experimentally that this value is
consistent with the heart’s stiffness when it first starts to beat.
Thus, the heart, the first functional organ in the embryo, begins
to beat as soon as mechanical signaling can support propagating
wave fronts.
Production of CMs from pluripotent stem cells has generated

considerable interest in the factors that govern maturation of
these cells to heart tissue (15) particularly for repair of adult
heart damage. Mechanical determinants in this process remain
poorly understood, although the role of mechanical cues is in-
creasingly recognized in cell differentiation, proliferation, and
morphogenesis (16–19). Our results here indicate that mechanics
in the developing heart may be necessary to tissue-scale function
during stem cell maturation and may have application to heart
damage repair.

Physical Model of Cardiac Mechanical Signaling
The myocardium of the embryonic heart is composed primarily
of mechanically excitable CMs (that contract when activated)
and the surrounding ECM. We treat CMs as elastic inclusions
embedded in the ECM, in accord with recent experiments of
CMs embedded in 3D hydrogels (20). We ignore direct cell–cell
mechanical coupling; experimental evidence indicates that stresses
are transmitted primarily through cell–matrix adhesions rather
than cell–cell contacts during development (21), likely due to the
prevalence of cell–junction remodeling. In addition, collagenase
treatment indicates that ECM is the primary component of tissue
structural integrity (10). We find that a good approximation
(Materials and Methods) is to consider CMs as infinitesimal and
arranged in a cubic array, spaced by Δx = 10 μm (Table 1). We
consider a 3D mechanical version of fire-diffuse-fire signaling.
This requires capturing the physics of (i) activated CMs creating
mechanical stress; (ii) stress propagation between CMs; and
(iii) activation of quiescent CMs in response to mechanical stress
in the ECM.

How Activated CMs Create Stress. We use two models to charac-
terize the eigenstrain, i.e., the strain of an active inclusion (CM) in
the absence of external stresses. In the constant eigenstrain (CE)
model, we assume that CMs contract with a fixed eigenstrain in-
dependent of ECM stiffness. In the saturating eigenstrain (SE)
model, the eigenstrain increases linearly with Young’s modulus E
up to a stall stiffness Es, and is independent of E for E>Es (Fig.
1A, Inset). This behavior is observed for embryonic and neonatal
CMs cultured on hydrogels (5, 7, 8, 22) and has been studied
theoretically (23).
The two models for the strain exerted by a CM when it con-

tracts are as follows:

epij = epf ðE=EsÞQij,
fCEðE=EsÞ= 1                          ∀E

fSEðE=EsÞ=
�
E=Es E<Es

1 E≥Es
,

[1]

where Qij is the strain tensor representation of a uniaxial con-
traction in the x direction (Supporting Information) and ep is the
magnitude of the eigenstrain in the CE model or of the eigen-
strain for E>Es in the SE model. See Fig. 1A, Inset.
The eigenstrain epkl from the activated CM induces a stress in the

matrix. To properly capture the physical effects of differences
in stiffness between CMs and their surrounding ECM, we use

Table 1. Parameter symbols, references, and values

Parameter Symbol Value (fit/ref.)

Mesh/fluid drag Γ 0.4 mPa·s/μm2 (Fit)
E4 myocardium modulus Ep 1.6 kPa (10)
ECM Poisson ratio ν 0.4 (26)
Fluid fraction (average) ϕ 0.8 (50, 51)
Fluid viscosity (water, 25 °C) η 0.89 mPa·s
CM spacing Δx 10 μm (10)
CM modulus Ec 0.75 kPa (fit)
CM eigenstrain magnitude ep 0.2 (6)
CM strain threshold α 0.11 (fit)
CM Poisson ratio νc 0.4 (26)
Contraction time (AP duration) τ 250 ms

A

B

Fig. 1. Model for stress propagation in the myocardium. (A, Inset) CE and SE
models as a function of ECM Young’s modulus, which determines the strength
of contraction (Eq. 1). (Main) The contracting CM (green) acts as a stress source
for a quiescent CM (white). An activated cell a contracts with an eigenstrain
e*cella,ij ðx′, t′Þ, locally inducing a stress σ*a,ijðx′, t′Þ in the ECM that depends on the
relative stiffness between the ECM and CMs. We capture these physics via the
tensor Tout

ijkl in accordance with the Eshelby theory of elastic inclusions (Sup-
porting Information). This stress propagates according to the ECM response
function Gijklðx − x′, t − t′Þ (Supporting Information). The matrix stress at ðx, tÞ
due to cell a is σa,ijðx, tÞ=

R
d3x′dt′Gijklðx − x′, t − t′Þσ*a,klðx′, t′Þ. This creates

ecella,ij ðx, tÞ, the strain induced in the quiescent CM due to the contraction of a
(modified by T in

ijkl). (B) Sketch depicting quiescent (white) and activated (green)
CMs in a traveling mechanical wave front at subsequent activation times
separated by Δt. Arrows represent stresses propagated through the ECM (not
all shown) to a quiescent CM, which activates when ecellii ðx, tÞ≥ α.
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Eshelby’s theory of elastic inclusions (24, 25). We compute the
tensor Tout

ijkl ðEÞ, which relates the CM eigenstrain to the stress it
induces in the ECM, shown schematically in Fig. 1A (see Sup-
porting Information for detailed calculations). The resulting ECM
stress source due to an activated CM takes the following form:

σpa,ijðx, tÞ=Tout
ijkl e

p
klΘðt− taÞΘðτ+ ta − tÞδ3ðx− xaÞ, [2]

where ΘðtÞ is the Heaviside function.

How Stress Propagates Between CMs. At the cellular length scale
and CM contraction velocity scale, the Reynolds number is
small (∼ 10−5). We therefore model the ECM as an overdamped,
incompressible biphasic material. See Table 1 for parameter
values. It is composed of a linear elastic mesh [with Young’s
modulus E and Poisson ratio ν= 0.4 (10, 26)] and interstitial fluid
(of viscosity η similar to water). The fluid and elastic components
are coupled through incompressibility and a drag term Γ, an
effect of matrix permeability to fluid. Similar approaches were
used to model collagenous tissue (27) and active gels (28). Using
this model, we calculate the response function Gijklðx, tÞ to
describe propagation of mechanical stress within the ECM
(Supporting Information).

How Quiescent CMs Are Activated Mechanically.We assume that, when
the strain on a quiescent CM exceeds threshold α [ecellkk ðxq, tÞ≥ α],
the CM is activated (it contracts). To describe this mathematically,
we index noncontracting (quiescent) cells with q and contracting
(active) cells with a. Each activated CM contracts for a physiolog-
ically relevant amount of time τ before deactivating and becoming
refractory. We assume that the refractory timescale is longer than
mechanical relaxation, allowing us to ignore backpropagation. Let
us consider a CM at xa that activated at time ta. Then ta is the
moment when this CM’s strain trace first crossed the strain acti-
vation threshold ecellkk ðxa, taÞ= α, transforming the originally quies-
cent CM into an active one. The active CM contracts, creating an
eigenstrain epkl (Eq. 1) for time ta < t< ta + τ, which can be repre-
sented as a product of Heaviside functions.
To relate the strain on an embedded quiescent CM q at ðxq, tÞ

due to local mechanical stress within the ECM, we compute the
tensor T in

ijklðEÞ (also shown schematically in Fig. 1A) using elastic
inclusion theory (Supporting Information). The strain contribu-
tion on q from an activated CM a is then as follows:

ecella,ij

�
xq, t

�
=T in

ijkl

Z
Gklmn

�
xq − x′; t− t′

�
σpa,mnðx′, t′Þ, [3]

with σpa,mnðx′, t′Þ from Eq. 2. The total strain induced in q is the
sum over the contribution from all activated cells ecellij ðxq, tÞ=P

ae
cell
a,ij ðxq, tÞ.

Results
Mechanical Signaling Model Yields Contractile Wave Fronts. From
the model, we calculate the velocity of the propagating con-
tractile wave front as a function of matrix stiffness as follows.
When a CM contracts, it creates a stress field σpa,ij in the ECM that
can induce further contraction by activating quiescent CMs. If
the activation process cascades through the tissue, the resulting
contraction wave front can attain a comoving steady state
eijðx, tÞ= eijðx− vtÞ with velocity v. This is unsurprising because
the model is a mechanical analog of nonlinear reaction-diffusion;
such systems are well known to exhibit propagating wave front
solutions. The activation condition ecellkk ðx, tÞ= α with a comoving
steady state relates the wave front velocity v to the model pa-
rameters through an algebraic relation (Supporting Information).
Once v is determined, we compute the maximal tissue strain by
coarse-grained solution of the waveform (Supporting Information).

Mechanical Signaling Model Fits Experimental Wave Front Velocities
with Physiologically Relevant Parameters. We obtain most of the
physiological parameter values from the literature (Table 1). We
treat CMs as elastic inclusions with Young’s modulus Ec and with
the same Poisson ratio as the surrounding tissue (26) and esti-
mate CM eigenstrain magnitude to be ep = 0.2 from intracellular
embryonic CM principal strain measurements (6). Stress satu-
ration stiffness is estimated to be the cell modulus Es =Ec (5, 6).
Three model parameters could not be identified from the liter-
ature and are fit via nonlinear regression to wave front velocity
data from ref. 10. These three parameters are the mesh-fluid
drag Γ, the CM activation threshold α, and the effective CM
Young’s modulus Ec. All three fit values (Table 1) fall within
physiologically sensible ranges. The resulting velocity is plotted
against ventricle contraction velocity data (black circles, from ref.
10) of stiffness-modified embryonic day 4 (E4) hearts in Fig. 2A.
No steady-state solution exists below stiffness E0 (which differs
between CE and SE models). Physically, E0 arises because when
the tissue is too soft, contracting CMs cannot provide enough
strain to trigger additional contraction in quiescent CMs. This is
consistent with a significantly reduced likelihood of wave front
propagation observed in experiment (green triangles in Fig. 2B).
Likewise, the wave front velocity vanishes at high tissue stiffness,
where the stiffness mismatch between CMs and the surrounding
ECM prevents contracting CMs from exerting sufficient strain on
the ECM to trigger contraction of quiescent cells.

Calculated Wave Front Strain Agrees with Experimental Observations
with No Additional Fitting Parameters. Using the three parameters
(Γ,α,Ec) fit from wave front velocity data, we independently cal-
culate the tissue strain of the contractile wave front and compare
with the measured maximal ventricular strain from ref. 10 (Fig.
2B). Both the CE (blue) and SE (red) models are in excellent
quantitative agreement with the observed behavior (black cir-
cles) as a function of tissue stiffness, providing strong evidence
in favor of our model. Note that the correct optimum stiffness
naturally emerges from our model by treating CMs as elastic
inclusions (Supporting Information) embedded within a surround-
ing matrix of variable stiffness. This quantitative agreement is
significant and nontrivial, as we can observe from the different
values of E corresponding to optimum velocity and optimum
strain in experiment and model. Note also that no purely elec-
trochemical model can correctly predict strain as a function of
stiffness.

SE Model Is Consistent with Cell-on-Gel Measurements with No
Additional Fitting Parameters. We further test our model by com-
paring to data for beating E4 CMs cultured on polyacrylamide gel
where gel strain at cell edges was measured for varying gel stiffness
(10). We calculate the trace of the 2D projected strain by finite-
element simulation (Materials and Methods and Fig. S1) using the
fit Ec value and comparing to experiment in Fig. 2C. The failure of
the CE model on soft gels is expected from cultured CM experi-
ments (7, 8, 22). Remarkably, we find agreement between the SE
model with cell-on-gel measurements, demonstrating that we can
deduce this single CM behavior as a function of E quantitatively
from collective behavior in tissue.

Mechanical Signaling Model Correctly Predicts Appearance of First
Heartbeats. The developing heart stiffens with age due to increased
collagen in the ECM (10). CMs begin periodic contractions at about
1.5 d after fertilization (E1.5). At that point, the heart does not beat
but “shivers”; this shivering is similar to behavior observed in
strain-activated contractile cell aggregates (29), which lack a sig-
naling mechanism to coordinate the phases of the periodically
contracting cells. The first fully coordinated beats do not occur
until hours after CMs start contracting. Our model predicts that
coordinated beats cannot appear until the matrix reaches the
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minimum stiffness E0 (Fig. 2A). Here, we ask whether the
predicted value of E0 coincides with heart stiffness at the onset
of beating.
We measure embryonic chick hearts stiffnesses at Hamburger–

Hamilton (HH) stages 10 and 11 (E1.5–E2) via micropipette as-
piration (Materials and Methods). Early stage 10 does not exhibit
fully coordinated beats, whereas stage 11 exhibits full-tissue con-
traction (Movie S1). At the strains applied, the tissue behaves as a
standard linear solid (Fig. S2).
We sort the measured stiffnesses depending on whether or not

the hearts exhibit coordinated contractions (black circles in Fig.
3). The prebeating stiffness is just above that of the undifferen-
tiated embryonic disk (10), suggesting that the first stage of heart
development involves some differentiation with little stiffening.
The minimum stiffnesses E0 for the CE (blue) and SE (red)
models both fall between the measured prebeating and post-
beating values. These measurements are consistent with our model

prediction and suggest that heartbeats may initially emerge once
the tissue becomes stiff enough to support mechanically activated
wave fronts.

Conduction Interference Experiments Are Consistent with Mechanically
Coordinated Heartbeats. Gap junctions are critical for electrical co-
ordination of adult heartbeats. Our mechanical signaling hy-
pothesis implies that blocking electrical signaling should not
impede the embryonic heartbeat. We therefore test our hypoth-
esis by blocking electrical signaling through pharmacological inter-
ference of gap junctions.
We perfuse isolated adult and embryonic hearts with BGA, a

nonspecific gap junction blocker known to inhibit intercellular
ion transport between embryonic chick epithelial cells at 10 μM
(30) and in rat, frog, mouse, and human systems (31–34). Adult
hearts stopped beating within 10 min posttreatment at 25 μM
BGA (Fig. S3 and Movie S2). However, the embryonic heartbeat
was unaffected for 1 h even at 100 μM BGA (Fig. 4), and was
robust even when subjected to 250 μM for an additional hour. We
also validated its effect in embryonic hearts via fluorescence re-
covery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments and found that
BGA treatment reduced intercellular diffusion (Supporting In-
formation, Fig. S4, and Movie S3). Additionally, our protocol suc-
cessfully perfuses the embryonic heart with other small-molecule
drugs such as blebbistatin and mecarbil (Figs. S5 and S6). These
experiments demonstrate that embryonic CMs can coordinate their
contractions without functional gap junctions needed to support
electrical signaling, supporting our hypothesis of mechanically co-
ordinated CMs in the early heart (Materials and Methods).

Discussion
Mechanical Signaling Robustly Explains Strong Dependence of Wave
Front Velocity and Strain on Stiffness. Tissue stiffness is a me-
chanical property that cells can sense. A strong dependence on
tissue stiffness is an indicator of cell response to mechanical cues.
Our model combines elasticity with simple mechanical activation
of CMs, using a minimum of assumptions and adjustable param-
eters, and yet captures multiple observed cell- and tissue-scale
phenomena quantitatively.
Our model is robust to noise: the predicted strain threshold α

requires several nearest-neighbor contractions to trigger activa-
tion. As a result, a rogue contraction cannot set off a wave front.
Our results are also robust to how we incorporate mechano-
sensitivity. We considered a model variant in which the CM
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Fig. 3. Measurements of heart stiffness before and after the appearance of
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mechanically coordinated contraction in our model. Stiffness is measured via
micropipette aspiration for six Hamburger–Hamilton (HH) stage 10 and five
HH stage 11 hearts, corresponding to E1.5–E2 (Materials and Methods).
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models, corresponding to the lower-stiffness cutoffs shown in Fig. 2A.
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contracts with a probability pðekkÞ that increases with strain,
and found similar stiffness dependence of the contractile wave
front. This stochastic activation model corresponds mathe-
matically to stochastic pulse-coupled oscillator (SPCO) models
of neural networks (35), but with an additional spatially de-
pendent phase set by mechanical reaction–diffusion. Synchro-
nized states in SPCO models map onto steady-state wave fronts
of our stochastic model.
We note that embryonic CMs spontaneously contract in periodic

manner (3, 4). In the beating embryonic heart, the wave front is
initiated at the atrial end of the heart tube by CMs that contract at
a higher frequency. Our model describes the nonlinear propagating
wave front emanating from each contraction of these atrial CMs
that activates other CMs. An alternate but equivalent description is
to consider the coordination of CMs as nonlinear oscillators cou-
pled through the ECM. Because the ECM has a viscous fluid
component as well as an elastic component, this coupling does not
lead to synchronization, as typical for phase-coupled biological
oscillators (36), but to a propagating wave front.

Mechanical Signaling Is Consistent with Known Mechanosensitivity of
CMs. There is solid evidence that stretch can trigger contraction
of CMs. External tissue-scale stretch of the heart triggers arrhythmic
beats (37). Healthy adult rat CMs exhibit increased intracellular
calcium release events under 8% strain (38), whereas diseased
adult myocytes demonstrate direct mechano-chemotransduction
through full intracellular calcium release (9). Mechanical stim-
ulation of the substrate in cultured embryonic chick CMs with
6% stretch excites quiescent myocytes (39). Mechanical stress
exerted by fibroblasts affects the wave front velocity of neonatal
rat CMs (40, 41), and neonatal and adult rat CMs cultured in
similar conditions exhibit mechanical stimulation and entrain-
ment (42). In some of these experiments, it is known that stretch-
induced activation involves cardiac ryanodine receptors (9).

Mechanical vs. Electrical Signaling in the Developing Heart. There is
evidence in the literature that electrical conduction may not be
fully functional in the early heart. When whole-tissue contrac-
tions first appear, the cardiac conduction system is not yet
identifiable (43). Embryonic chick hearts exhibit low levels of the
primary cardiovascular gap junction protein, Connexin43 (Cx43),

and the small amounts present are distributed uniformly through
the cytosol until trabeculation occurs (44, 45). Other studies find
that, in posthatch and adult chick, the primary ventricle myo-
cardial gap junction is Cx42. However, Cx42 appears to be absent
in working myocytes and cardiac conduction tissues until E9–
E11, leading to speculation that CMs may not be electrically
coupled by gap junctions during embryogenesis (46). Primary
markers of the conduction system do not appear definitively until
E9–E15 (47).
In conjunction with our results, such observations suggest that

the heart may switch from mechanical to electrical signaling as it
matures. We speculate that mechanically coordinated heartbeats
may assist in organizing the heart: myocytes seeking to maximize
contractile activity will align with each other (48) and cyclic
stretch of neonatal rat ventricular myocytes was found to po-
larize gap junction localization (49). Perhaps current limitations
in producing fully mature CMs from stem cells (15) reflect an
incomplete understanding of the role of mechanics in heart
development.
It is possible that mechanical signaling prevails in early de-

velopment because it is robust. Electrical coupling requires gap
junctions, which may be difficult to maintain as CMs proliferate
and rearrange in the rapidly growing heart. Mechanical signals,
on the other hand, are inevitably present because CMs must
exert stresses on their surroundings when they contract. How-
ever, electrical signaling is easier to regulate when the heart
develops more complicated structure.
In summary, the highly sophisticated electrical conduction system

that precisely regulates the adult heart has been assumed to co-
ordinate every heartbeat, from the first to the last. Here, we use
a biophysical theory, bolstered by experiment, to propose that
mechanical—not electrical—signaling is responsible for coordinat-
ing early heartbeats. If further verified, this idea could transform the
way we think about how the heart develops and functions.

Materials and Methods
Model Details.We solve thematrix response function in three dimensions. We
assume a stationary constant-velocity wave front [eijðx, tÞ= eijðx − vtÞ] within a
cubic array of infinitesimal active sites. The infinitesimal approximation was
validated through finite element simulation (Supporting Information and Fig.
S7). Self-consistency of the activation condition with the time between activa-
tion events relates v to model parameters. See Supporting Information.

Numerical Computations and Data Analysis. Numerical computations were
performed in C/C++ and MATLAB. Data analysis and nonlinear least-squares
parameter fitting was done in MATLAB with custom subroutines.

Finite-Element Simulation. Linear elastic finite-element simulations were
performed in MATLAB and COMSOL. Cell-on-gel culture was modeled as a
hemisphere adhered to a substrate. See Supporting Information and Table S1
for simulation parameters.

Myocardium Stiffness Measurements. Embryonic hearts were isolated as described
in ref. 10. Aspiration was performed at room temperature. See Supporting
Information.

Conduction Interference: Embryonic Hearts. Embryonic chick hearts were iso-
lated as in ref. 10 and incubated in heart medium at 37 °C (α-MEM supple-
mented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS and 1% penn-strep; Gibco; 12571-063) for at
least 2 h before drug treatment. Desired concentrations of 18-β-glycyrrhetinic
acid (Cayman Chemical; 11845) and blebbistatin (EMD Millipore; 203390) were
prepared by diluting in heart culture medium [with or without 10% (vol/vol)
FBS] and DMSO, respectively. Isolated hearts were then treated with BGA or
blebbistatin by aspirating out the medium and perfusing the hearts in the
prepared drug solutions. E4 hearts were imaged using an Olympus I81 micro-
scope and recorded for a minimum of 15 s using a CCD camera at 21 frames
per s. E6 hearts were imaged using a Nikon SMZ1500 microscope. Analysis
was performed in ImageJ by tracking morphological parameters over 10- to
15-s intervals.

Time after +BGA (min)
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Fig. 4. Conduction interference results for isolated hearts from three mu-
rine adults and four chicken embryos. Gap junctions are disrupted by per-
fusing intact adult (red) and embryonic E4 and E6 (blue and green,
respectively) hearts with β-glycyrrhetinic acid (BGA). Heart functionality is
quantified by beats per minute (BPM). Adult hearts stop beating after ∼10 min
at 25 μM BGA (Movie S2). Embryonic hearts perfused at higher 100 μM show
little to no effect after an hour. See Fig. S3 for adult heart BPM controls and
Fig. S4 for control experiments on embryonic heart BGA perfusion.
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Conduction Interference: Adult Hearts. Adult (8–12 wk) C57/BL6 mice were
anesthetized by induction in an isoflurane chamber, followed by thoracotomy
and excision of the heart. Isolated hearts were suspended from a Langendorff
perfusion column via cannulation of the aorta and perfused with an oxy-
genated heart medium at 37 °C. Under control conditions, hearts cannulated
via this method generate intrinsic rhythm and maintain rhythmic beating for
over 3 h. BGA solution was prepared by dilution in medium and DMSO. After
ensuring 20 min of rhythmic beating, the medium was exchanged for BGA-
prepped solution. Twenty-second movie acquisitions were acquired every 3–5
min to analyze changes in heart rate over time. Experiments were terminated
if the heart stopped beating for more than 10 min. Movie segments from
different time points were randomized and analyzed blindly to determine
beats per minute from 20-s intervals.
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